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On July 13, 1986 at 1430 hours, with the Unit 3 reactor in a cold shutdown
condition, time delay relay 3-287-105A of auto blowdown system I tripped at
148.2 seconds while conducting Dresden Instrument Surveillance (DIS) 250-4,
Auto Blowdown Logic Test. Dresden Technical Specification Table 3.2.2
requires the relay to trip at less than or equal to 120 seconds. In addition,

at 1622 hours the time delay relay 3-287-105B of auto blowdown system II
tripped at 122.2 seconds while performing the same surveillance. The safety
significance of this event was minimal since only one of the two time delay
relays is required for auto blowdown and relay 287-105B only tripped 2.2
seconds above the Technical Specification limit, which would have not
significantly increased the core peak clad temperature during a loss of
coolant accident. In addition, as a conservative analysis, Dresden Final
Safety Analysis Report did not consider steam cooling, which occurs during
the blowdown phase. |

|

The cause of both General Electric time delay relays, type CR120, to trip
beyond their Technical Specification Limit has been attributed to instrument
setpoint drift. Relays 3-287-105A and B were recalibrated by Dresden
Instrument Maintenance Department at 104.2 and 103.6 seconds, respectively.
Both relays operated successfully when they were tested at their respective
recalibration setpoints. A previous occurrence of this type was reported on
LER 82-15, Docket 050249. To prevent recurrences of this type, Dresden will
submit Action Item Report #12-86-28 to the Station Nuclear Engineering
Department to determine an appropriate replacement fortheGeneralElectric}fType CR120 relays. ([ \
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On July 13, 1986 at 1430 hours, with the Unit 3 reactor in a shutdown condition,
time delay relay 3-287-105A of auto blowdown system I (EIIS Code BO) tripped
at 148.2 seconds while conducting Dresden Instrument Surveillance (DIS) 250-4,
Auto Blowdown Logic Test. Dresden Technical Specification Table 3.2.2 requires
the relay to trip at loss than or equal to 120 seconds. In addition, at 1622

hours the time delay relay 3-287-105B of auto blowdown system II tripped at
122.2 seconds while performing the same surveillance. The auto blowdown
system was designed as a backup system to the high pressure coolant injection
(HPCI, EIIS Code BJ) system to depressurize the reactor vessel to a pressure
at which the core spray (EIIS Code BO) and low pressure coolant injection
(LPCI, EIIS Code BO) systems can function adequately in the event of a loss
of coolant accident. This is accomplished by venting the steam through five
(5) electromatic relief valves from the reactor into the torus. The time
delay relays were designed to actuate all 5 electromatic relief valves af ter a
delay time of 120 seconds when the following three conditions exist :
simultaneously: 1) reactor water level is -59 inches, 2) drywell pressure

is " - "g, and 3) an LPCI and/or core spray pump is running (100 psig
discaarge pressure) to provide makeup to the reactor. The purpose of the
time delay is to prevent transient conditions from initiating an unnecessary
blowdown. The safety significance of this event was minimal since only one
of the two time delay relays in required for auto blowdown and relay
287-105B only tripped 2.2 seconds above the Technical Specification limit,
which would have not significantly increased the core peak clad temperature -

during a loss of coolant accidert. In addition, as a conservative analysis,

Dresden Final Safety Analysis Report c'id not consider steam cooling, which
occurs during the blowdown phase.

The cause of both General Electric time delay relays, type CR120, to trip
beyond their Technical Spc:f ficariaa limit has been attributed to instrument
setpoint drift. Relays 287-105A and B were recalibrated by Dresden Instrument j

heintenance Department at 104.2 and 103.6 seconds, respectively. Both relays I

opetOted successfully when they were tested at their respective recalibration
setpoints. A previous occurrence of this type was reported on LER 82-15,
Docket 050249. To prevent recurrences of this type, Dresden will submit
Action Item Report #12-86-28 to the Station Nuclear Engineering Department
to determine an appropriate replacement for the General Electric type CR120
relays.
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Dresden Nuclear Power Station
R.R. #1
Morris, Illinois 60450
Telephone 815/942-2920

August 11, 1986

DJS Ltr #86-559

..S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk '

hashington, D.C. 20555

Licensee Event Report #86-010-0, Docket #050243 is being submitted as required
by Technical Specification 6.6, NUREG 10.".2 and 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(1)(B).
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D.J. Scott
,1 Station Manager

Dresden Nuclear Power Station
DJS/kjl
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cc: J.G. Keppler, Regional Administrator, Region III
File /NRC *
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